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a b s t r a c t
Nanochannels (NCs) are structures for mass transfer (MT) and heat transfer (HT) procedures in actual
usages. Prior reports display the atomic behavior of various fluids inside perfect NCs. This study uses
the molecular dynamics simulation (MDS) to examine the impact of number of obstacles (N.Os) on argon
flow inside Platinum NCs. Simulation outputs are presented by calculating the physical quantities such as
temperature (T), potential energy (PE), density (D)/temperature (T)/velocity (V) profiles, and interaction
energy (IE). MDS results show that as the N.O increases, the maximum density increases from 0.093 to
0.099 atom/Å3. The maximum velocity decreases from 0.0031 to 0.0025 Å/ps by increasing the N.Os.
The maximum temperature decreases from 329.46 to 318.43 K. By increasing the N.Os, the fluid particles’
oscillations (FP) and their temperature also decrease. This mechanism can reduce the temperature in the
HT process. In addition, with increasing the N.Oss from 1 to 4, the IE increases from 60.52 to -70.86 eV.
This increase in IE can reduce the atomic stability of NCs. This behavior reduces the lifetime of NCs in
heat/mass transfer processes. Therefore, it is expected that with the outcomes of the current examination
and the control of the N.Os, we can optimize the various processes like MT and HT for industrial purposes.
Ó 2022 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Perhaps the most important advances in recent decades of
science can be found in nanotechnology. In this field, a lot of
research was done, and different researchers investigated different aspects of nanotechnology in different fields of science and
engineering [1–5]. Nanotechnology has created a great revolution
in many fields, and nanochannels, nanopowders, nanofluids, etc.,
were proposed in various aspects in sciences and engineering

[6–10]. Fluid dynamics suggests a systematic structure, which
makes the foundation of these practical fields, including laws of
empirical and semi-empirical, made from a measurement of flow
and utilized to work out practical issues [11–13]. The answer to
an issue of fluid dynamics normally involves the computation of
different fluid attributes, like the velocity of flow, density, pressure, and temperature. Fluid flow inside NCs is one of the efficient
ways to utilize fluid power in modern technology. Due to space
constraints and costs in many industrial applications, the need
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Molecular Dynamics Simulation
Nanochannel
Fluid particles
Nusselt number
Mass transfer
Heat transfer
Acceleration of particle i
Nanofluid
Hard Sphere Thermal Conductivity
Heat Exchanger
Large Scale atomic/molecular Massively parallel simulator
Thermal conductivity
Number of Obstacle
Velocity
Embedded atom model
Mass of particle i

Distance between particles i and j
Radial Distribution Function g(r)
Embedding energy
Electrical charge
Cut-off radius
Temperature
Time
Potential Energy
Density
Number of Bins
Universal Force Field
Interaction Energy
Interatomic forces
Lennard-Jones
Hard Sphere
Potential Energy

of HEX. Wang et al. [25] examined the flow and HT features of silica/water NFs in a porous twisted tape tube. The results show
that the use of triangular tubes (74.8%) has a better performance
than round tubes (55.97%). Continuous environment-based methods cannot be used to study molecular systems because the
dynamics of system is very fast and the process environment is
not interconnected; Therefore, the MDS is used according to classical mechanics. LAMMPS is a software that can simulate many
molecular/atomic systems based on MDS [26–28]. As reported
in the previous researches, this computational method can study
the fluid flow inside NCs. So, this research reports the effect of N.
O on Ar flow inside the NC for the first time. Using MD method,
the atomic and thermal behaviors of defined compounds is
described with a high accuracy. On the other hand, the performed
studies using the MD approach have a high computational effort,
which this challenge solves by using parallel simulation techniques. Technically, simulations were done in two stages. In the
first step, the equilibrium phase of simulated atomic compounds
is presented using T, PE, and RDF calculations. Next, the atomic
manner of simulated fluid in the presence of external pressure
(force) is described by D/V/T profiles and IE calculations. Finally,
it is expected that the MD outputs can be used to introduce the
effective methods to control the atomic and thermal behaviors
of common heat/mass transfer systems for actual applications.

to increase the HT coefficient using different methods is felt. An
obstacle is an object whose cross-sectional area is somewhat
large in front of the flow. After passing such an object in the area
behind it, the a rotational flow was created [14]. The shape, position, and N.Os in HT are critical. In most researches, flow behavior
was investigated from various shapes such as spheres, cylinders,
rectangles, and squares [15]. In these types of problems, different
numerical values can be obtained for the HT based on the number
and the shape of obstacles [16]. The HT coefficient is not a fixed
value and varies from point to point in the fluid flow and depends
entirely on the fluid properties, fluid dynamics, and surface geometry. So, different fluids/NF behaviors inside NCs are often presented. Asgari et al. [17] studied MDS to forecast the influence
of atomic obstacles on the dynamic of water/Cu NF flow. The
Cu walls with sphere obstacles were modeled to test the water/
Cu NF flow. Parkpoom et al. [18] investigated HT in a rectangular
channel with Z-shaped barriers at Re = 4400–20,400. Their outcomes showed that the Nusselt number (Nu) enhances by
enhancing the Reynolds number and barrier height. Somchai
et al. [19] performed a numerical study on the laminar flow, HT
characteristics, and pressure drop in a two-dimensional channel
with a diamond-shaped barrier. Their results show that diamond
barriers have better thermal performance than smooth barriers.
Mosavi et al. [20] investigated the impact of spherical obstacles
on the Ar/Cu NF flow with MDS. The results showed that with
the enhancement of the size of the obstacles, the NF atoms number in which phase transition happens in them was enhanced.
The thermal conductivity of Ar/Cu NF reaches to 0.016 W/m.K
with enhancement the radius of atomic obstacle to 15 Å. Rostami
et al. [21] investigated the impact of cubic obstacles on the boiling flow of Ar fluid inside the microchannels by MDS. The outcomes show that the cubic obstacles enhance the fluctuations in
density profiles. In addition, the result shows that the attendance
of cubic obstacle decreases the average velocity. Rashidi et al. [22]
investigated forced convection in the NC with the obstacle. The
outcomes show that the presence of channel walls reduces the
magnetic field influences on Nu, and the HT was reduced. Tu
et al. [23] studied the effect of bionic channel structure and NFs
on the power generation features of waste heat application tools.
Their results show that the temperature of the thermoelectric hot
plate in NF increases by 7.9% compared to the base fluid. In
another study, Tu et al. [24] explored the fluid flow and HT
around the micro-ribbed tube in the heat exchanger (HEX) system. The results show that TiO2/water NFs enhance the efficiency

2. Computational method
Historically, the MD procedure was initially presented via
Alder and Wainwright in the late 1950s to investigate the interactions of HS. Studies show that the MD method is suitable for
examining different fluids’ atomic behavior [29,30]. This technique allows particles to interact constantly, providing a glimpse
of the system’s dynamic evolution. D The outcomes of the MD
procedure are significantly according to the selected potential
functions [31]. To attain the actual outcomes, we must choose
this computational factor according to the study’s atomic attributes [32–41]. In MDS of Ar and Pt-based samples, the interatomic potential of atoms was according to the UFF and EAM
[42–44]. The LJ potential calculates the interactions between the
Pt and Ar particles (Eq. 1) [45].
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here, rij and rc represent the particles’ distance and cut-off radius.
The atomic interaction constants and cut-off radius of particles
are presented in Table 1.
Also, interactions of Pt atoms are described using EAM. In EAM,
atomic interactions are stated as Eq. (2):

Ei ¼ F a

X
i–j

!
 
 
1X
qb rij þ
/ r ij
2 i–j ab

Fi ¼

d ri
dv i
¼ mi
dt
dt 2
2

F ij ¼ mi

i–j

ð4Þ

F ij ¼ grad V ij

ð5Þ

here, mi, ri, and Vij demonstrate the mass of atom i, the position of
atom i, and the potential function, respectively. In MDS, the
velocity-Verlet algorithm was used as an integration algorithm
[48–50]. In the MD method, different ensembles create primary
positions. The NVT ensemble was utilized for the T equilibrium of
the atomic structure. In this ensemble, the Noose-Hoover thermostat was implemented in the MD box as follows [51–53]:

ð2Þ

where Fa is the energy of embedding. q is electron density for
any atoms. Also, u is a factor of atomic interplay, and a and b are
the element kinds of atoms i and j. In the MD approach, the total
system potential VðrN Þ is supposed for any pair of atoms. So, for
N atoms, we can write [46],

  XX  
V rN ¼
V r ij

X

f ðN:V:TÞ ¼ ½N!Q ðN:V:TÞ1
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After defining the appropriate potential function for all
particles, the force among the particles is defined. The Newton’s
equations of motion is expressed as follows [47],

ð4Þ

400

Table 1
The LJ constants of the presenent particles [44].
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Fig. 2. Temperature versus time for Ar-Pt structure.
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Fig. 3. The PE of Ar-Pt structure versus time.

Fig. 1. The schematic of Ar and Pt atoms as fluid and NC structures (respectively)
[55–57].
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ture, and IE were presented to define the Ar behavior inside
the NC.

ð5Þ

N, V, H, p, and K are number of atoms, volume, Hamiltonian,
pressure, and the Boltzmann constant. This thermostat was used
to achieve the equilibrium phase for t = 10 ns. Still, MDS was performed until 10 ns later to simulate the Ar flow inside the NC using
a microchannel (NVE) ensemble [44,54]. So, MDS was subtend of
two main stages:

3. Computational outcomes
3.1. Equilibrium of samples
First, the atomic arrangement of fluid and NC is defined at the
primary temperature (T0 = 300 K), and their equilibration is
described. As reported before, these structures are simulated as
Ar fluid and Pt atoms (2D NC). Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate that the T
and PE were converged to a limited amount after 10 ns. These outcomes show the physical equilibration of structures. So, our computations are compatible with prior computational works and
display validation of our simulation [58]. The Ar-Pt temperature
converges to 300 K. Furthermore, the PE of these nanostructures
was reached to 855.968 eV in the presence of one obstacle. The

Stage A: In the first step, the NC and fluid system were modeled
in the MD box by 2D arrangement, as explained in Fig. 1. Fig. 1
demonstrates that the N.Os were set to 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4. Also,
various sections of modeled structures are depicted in this figure. As shown in Fig. 1, obstacle positions are selected randomly. This selection of obstacles allows the simulation
results to be generalized for various (and real) cases. In these
simulations, boundary conditions in x and z-directions are
applied periodically, and y-orientation is applied constantly.
As reported before, the Nose-Hoover thermostat was utilized
to equilibrate the initial temperature at T0 = 300 K.
Stage B: Next, the external force (EF) with the value of
0.001 eV/Å was exerted on Ar atoms using the NVE ensemble
for t = 10 ns. Changes in profiles of density, velocity, tempera3.5
3
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Fig. 4. a) The RDF of Ar fluid inside the NC after t = 10 ns. b) The RDF of Ar atoms
was reported by Ustinov et al. [59].

Fig. 5. The time evaluation of Ar atoms inside the NC at a) t = 0 ns, b) t = 1 ns, c)
t = 5 ns, and d) t = 10 ns.
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then the profiles of D, V, and T were estimated every 10,000-time
step. Finally, the mean values of them were reported after 10 ns.
The time evolution of simulated Ar flow is shown in Fig. 5. Also,
the density profile of Ar atoms is shown in Fig. 6. Technically, the
MDS box was divided into 60 bins in the y-orientation as perpendicular to flow. T Furthermore, data averaging was performed
every 100,000-time steps to reduce computational fluctuations.
Simulation outputs indicate that the Ar atoms were attracted with
NC walls and the density of the FP reaches to the maximum value
in the vicinity of Pt walls. Numerically, maximum density
enhances to 0.0932 atom/Å3 by increasing the N.Os as reported
in Table 2 and Fig. 7. So, it was concluded that by increasing the
N.O, the absorption forces between Pt and Ar atoms increase.
Fig. 8 represents the trajectory lines of Ar atoms inside the NC after
MDS total time stages passing. So, the trajectory lines of the FP
show an appreciable obstacle effect on defined flow paths inside
the NC (see Fig. 8).
Velocity and temperature profiles for Ar flow are another significant factors for physical analysis inside the NCs. The velocity profile is depicted in Fig. 9a. This atomic factor defines the FP’s time

atomic nanostructures don’t interrupt the equilibrium phase at
t = 10 ns and longer MD time. Also, the RDF can be validated in
our simulations. Fig. 4 depicts this parameter after equilibrium
phase inside the MD box. Our RDF outputs are similar to previous
research [59], which show the correctness of MD settings [59].
3.2. Atomic manner of atomic structures
Second, the EF is applied to Ar atoms to flow inside NC. The NVE
ensemble for t = 10 ns is applied to the atomic arrangement, and

Fig. 6. The density profile of Ar atoms inside the NC after t = 10 ns.

Table 2
The maximum values of D/V/T profiles in terms of obstacle number.
Obstacle
Number

Maximum Density
(atom/Å3)

Maximum
Velocity(Å/ps)

Maximum
Temperature(K)

1
2
3
4

0.093
0.095
0.098
0.099

0.0031
0.0030
0.0028
0.0025

329.46
325.25
320.01
318.43

Fig. 7. The maximum value of density after t = 10 ns versus the N.Os.

Fig. 8. Trajectory lines of Ar atoms inside the NC.
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0.0035

evolution (TE). MD outputs indicate that the velocity of Ar fluid
reaches to the maximum value in the middle area of the MDS
box. Also, this factor reaches to the minimum value in primary
and ultimate computational bins. Fig. 10 represents the change
in the maximum velocity after 10 ns. The maximum value of this
profile is 0.0031 Å/ps in the presence of 1 obstacle (See Fig. 10).
The maximum velocity decreases as the N.O increases. Physically,
by obstacle creation, absorption forces between Ar atoms and Pt
walls increase, and their mobility decreases. Numerically, by
changing the N.Os from 1 to 4, the maximum velocity converges
to 0.0025 Å/ps. We anticipated that this behavior was influenced
the T profile. The temperature profile is analogous to the velocity
profile, as shown in Fig. 9b. As the N.O increases, the fluctuations
of the fluid particles decrease, and the temperature decreases.
Fig. 11 represents the change in the maximum temperature after
10 ns. The results reveal that with increasing the N.O, the maximum temperature of Ar particles decreases from 329.46 K to
318.43 K (See Fig. 11). This mechanism decreases the temperature
in the HT process. Practically, by obstacle simulating, it was con-
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Fig. 9. a) The V and b) the T profiles of Ar atoms after t = 10 ns.

Fig. 11. The maximum temperature after t = 10 ns versus N.O.
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Fig. 10. The maximum velocity after t = 10 ns versus N.O.

Fig. 12. The IE variation in the fluid-NC system versus time for different N.Os.
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Table 3
The IE between Ar and Pt atoms after
10 ns in the presence of obstacles.
N.O

Interaction Energy (eV)

1
2
3
4

60.52
63.83
64.61
70.86

cluded that the flow intensity can be modified in actual applications. From MD outputs, it was concluded that number of obstacles
affects the FP distribution in various sections of NC. Next, particle
arrangement restricts their time evolution (velocity) and affects
the thermal behavior of the total structure.
The IN between Ar atoms and Pt walls is another physical
parameter to fluid behavior in the presence of a obstacles. Fig. 12
depicts the IE between Ar atoms and Pt walls inside the simulation
box. By increasing the N.O, the attraction forces are enlarged. As
reported in Table 3, by setting the N.O to 1, 2, 3, and 4, the IEs of
fluid-wall system were converged to 60.52, 63.83, 64.61,
and 70.86 eV, respectively. This increase in IE decreases the
atomic stability of NCs. Furthermore, IE causes atomic fluctuations
restriction, and by this atomic evolution, the velocity and temperature of defined compound (fluid-NC system) are restricted. These
atomic restrictions affect the thermal behavior of the total system
for thermal applications.
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